Abstract.The existing localization algorithms just only shows the static location features of the target, it can not be better to track to get the trajectory of the operation behavior in the mobile condition. This paper designs a trajectory target tracking algorithm based on Hidden Markov model. Firstly, based on the location information of the coverage area of the cell(including roads and subsection, the base station location) movement speed of the target, to construct the topology of actual highway for the restore problems of behavior trajectory, and calculate the transfer matrix between each section of highway; then, established a hidden Markov model; then, based on the Vitby decoding algorithm to take the most optimal solution of the probability of the best path and the best condition, to achieve the tracking of target , and then recover the target trajectory. The simulation results show that, the algorithm can accurately obtain motion track of the target in the resolution ratio of station cell.
Introduction
Wireless location technology based on signal detection heavily relies on radio propagation environment. To present a more accurate location results of estimation, it needs that the send and receive ends can realize the signal line of sight (LOS) propagation, and it needs the participation of multiple control platform, the strict synchronization of time is needed between different control platform . In order to improve the accuracy of positioning effectively, the domestic and foreign scholars have proposed many effective methods to inhibit or reduce the effects of NLOS . But every method has its applying occasions and assumptions, and the computational complexity is high, it is difficult to apply to the actual positioning system. Especially in the the geographical environment with complicated electromagnetic environment, the traditional radio propagation model and NLOS distribution model of cannot be used, the positioning scheme based on the matching of database location information showing its potential advantages. In literature , H. K. Lee et al proposed a location method by establishing the database of NLOS error to reduce the effect of NLOS on the measured data. Literature briefly summarized and gave the multiple correlated matching method for positioning method relating with database. Literature proposed a method by using the train of counter propagation neural network to establish a fingerprint database. The literature mainly analyzes the sources of the location error
The establishing of model
According to the model that track the target trajectory in scope of the community as shown in Figure 1 , there are a number of paths under the coverage area. Compartmentalizing the road according to the condition of the cell coverage, such as upper half part of longitudinal road is completely covered by the base station C, the next half is covered by three base station, so marking the longitudinal road as "1" and "2". ,
In the state i s , the observed conditional probability density function is:
,
(4) Therefore, the target tracking problem can be attributed to that in the condition of the known observation probability 
The target trajectory tracking algorithm based on Hidden Markov model
It can be divided into three steps to achieve target tracking trajectory algorithm based on hidden Markov model: 1) topology construction; 2) establishing hidden Markov model; 3) optimal solution calculation. Firstly, based on the location information of cell coverage area(including roads and subsection, the base station location) and the mobile speed of users to construct the topology of the actual highway, determining the distribution of the initial state, the distribution matrix of the state transition and the probability density vector of observation process; then, establishing hidden Markov model; finally, to achieve the target tracking based on Vitby decoding algorithm. 
The topology construction
The first step is the preparation stage, mainly constructing the topological graph of actual highway and calculating the transfer matrix between each section of highway.
Constructing the topology. Firstly, turning the highway distribution covered by base station shown in Figure 1 into graph structure shown in Figure 2 , every section of the highway expressed by nodes. . As shown in Figure 2 , in the coverage area of the three base stations has 8 nodes, expressed the 8 nodes with 8 states Set the transition probability matrix. There exist transition probability between the 8 points is
As shown in Figure 2 , the transition probability of the only two roads that having link . And so on, we can construct the transition probability matrix of all 8 nodes.
Set the conditional observation probability matrix. In practical application, we can observe the information of two aspects: moving speed of the current target(expressed as v in algorithm) and the cell that the current target belongs to (expressed as o in algorithm ). So, when the target is in a path (in a state i s ), the observed speed of the target and the cell it belongs to has a certain probability, for example, when the target is in No.2 section, which may exist in the cell A or cell B, so ; besides,when the target is in No.2 section and the speed is v , density function of its conditional probability is:
fvs . Therefore, to establish the conditional probability distribution matrix beforehand according to the actual situation of the two measurements.
Calculation of optimal solution
The third step is to calculate the optimal solution by using the Vitby algorithm. When completed all calculations of probability according to figure 3, we can also traceback by it, to find out every time the road (state)that the target in [13] . The probability distribution of the street that the target in in the initial time is the initial state distribution, denoted as n  , 
Experimental analysis
The classification of samples shown in Figure 5 . The eventual target trajectory as shown in figure  6 . By using hidden Markov model can be better to track the target trajectory is, with the increasing of the observation points, the precision of the trajectory tracking will continue to increase. And the finer the division of the blocks, the better the precision of the trajectory tracking.
In Figure 7 , if the observed velocity exists errors but the ownership information of observation area does not exist errors, the fitting parameters are B0 = -6.33, B1 = 10.03; if the observed velocity doesn't exist errors but the ownership information of observation area exists errors, the fitting parameters are B0 = -4.72，B1 = 9.07. From Figure 7 , we can know that the distribution trends in the two error conditions are similar in general , but the impact of observation velocity errors brought is small. Figure 8 is a curve graph of probability of error of trajectory tracking on the basis of 20 sequences of 20 cell observation, every cell observing one time. In figure 8, if the observed velocity exists errors but the ownership information of observation area does not exist errors, the fitting parameters are B0 = -6.21，B1 = 9.98; if the observed velocity doesn't exist errors but the ownership information of observation area exists errors, the fitting parameters are B0 = -4.66 ，B1 = 8.93. Comparing Figure 7with 
Conclusion
In this paper, we design a kind of algorithm of target tracking based on Hidden Markov model aiming at the problem of the target trajectory tracking in the resolution of the base station cell. The algorithm firstly according to the information of geographic location and moving speed of user of the coverage area of cell to establish a hidden Markov model for the problem; then, based on the Vitby decoding algorithm to take the most optimal solution of the probability of the best path and the best condition. The simulation results show that, the algorithm can accurately obtain the track of the target in the resolution ratio of station cell. 
